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In an increasingly complex, 

high-volume and fast moving 

marketplace, the investment 

process requires precision, 

efficiency and control. Our 

portfolio management and 

trading platform helps you 

work smarter and faster, and 

minimize risk without missing 

a step. It provides a 

centralized location for 

trading so you can make 

decisions and execute with 

speed and confidence, while 

adhering to client mandates, 

your firm’s investment 

policies, and constantly 

changing regulations.

A Powerful Combination

Our integrated portfolio 

management and trading 

platform is comprised of  

three components:

Advent Genesis™ is a highly scalable, cloud-based portfolio management solution that 
streamlines key portfolio management processes and integrates them seamlessly into your 
trade lifecycle. Comprised of powerful front office tools and intuitive dashboards, it provides 
summarized views of portfolio data, highlighting where attention is needed most, focusing 
on drift, cash management, and trading activity.

Moxy® is a comprehensive trading solution that gives traders a single point of control across 
the entire trading process, from capturing orders from Genesis users through electronic 
execution, allocation and settlement processing.
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Advent Rules Manager® turns your trading policies and compliance procedures into 
automated processes, eliminating manual labor and reducing the risk of errors. It allows you 
to implement the proactive controls regulators demand, manage your clients’ complex 
mandates, and improve compliance readiness across your firm, from the compliance office to 
the trading desk.

The combination of Genesis, Moxy, and Advent Rules Manager 

gives you a seamless path from trading decisions through trade 

creation and compliance checking to execution.

The entire portfolio management and trading 

platform can be cloud delivered in a secure 

computing environment maintained by 

Advent Outsourcing Services.

Comprehensive Capabilities

Portfolio construction and model 
management. Increase flexibility with 
support for multi-asset class portfolio 
customization, whether portfolios are 
single- or multi-strategy.

Scalable order creation. Efficiently create 
single or block orders, or broadly rebalance 
all or parts of your book of business.

Real-time views of positions, cash and 
model drift. Dashboards and portfolio 
views show exactly where you stand at  
any moment, both on an absolute basis 
and where you are drifting from your 
target weights.

Flexible order views. Customizable views 
ensure that your trading desk is operating at 
peak efficiency.

Global investment coverage. Trade and 
settle in global equities, fixed income, FX 
and derivatives in a more streamlined 
manner.

Comprehensive internal controls. Fully 
secure the trade lifecycle with extensive 
user permissions, maker/checker 
authorizations, and complete audit trails.

Highly integrated functionality. Leverage 
turnkey integration with other SS&C Advent 
solutions as well as many third-party 
platforms to maximize trader efficiency and 
minimize trade breaks.

Extensive pre- and post-trade 
connectivity. Built-in FIX connectivity 
enables you to communicate electronically 
with brokers around the globe, allowing you 
to capture executions and transmit allocation 
messages without manual intervention. Easily 
leverage the flexible framework to integrate 
with alternative trading solutions, multi-asset 
execution platforms and post trade platforms 
for even greater straight-through processing.
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ABOUT SS&C ADVENT

SS&C Advent helps over 4,300 investment firms in more than 50 countries—from established global institutions to 

small start-up practices—to grow their businesses, minimize risk, and thrive. We have been delivering unparalleled 

precision and ahead-of-the-curve solutions for more than 30 years, working together with our clients to help shape the 

future of investment management.

Find out how you can take advantage of our industry-leading solutions to support your business goals. To learn more 

about the right solutions and services for you, contact advent@sscinc.com.

For more information contact your SS&C Advent representative or email sales@advent.com.
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This communication is provided by SS&C Advent for informational purposes only and should not be construed as or relied on in lieu of, and does not constitute, legal advice on any 
matter whatsoever discussed herein. SS&C Advent shall have no liability in connection with this communication or any reliance thereon.

Critical Compliance 
Functionality 

Comprehensive, preventive rule-
checking and proactive controls. Know 
when a trade you are about to make falls 
outside investment restrictions and 
guidelines—before you make it. Check for 
breaches in client mandates and industry 
regulations and prevent violations.

Proactive portfolio monitoring. Ensure 
portfolios continue to comply with client 
and management directives.

Compliance reviews. The solution tracks 
when rules are created and changed, enabling 
you to report on past and present issues, 
and to ensure your firm is in compliance.

Comprehensive, automated record-
keeping and easier preparation for 
regulatory examinations. Flexible and 
easy reporting saves time and operational 
resources. The system tracks when rules are 
created, changed and applied, and by 
whom, enabling you to report on past and 
present issues.

Rules dashboard. The dashboard gives you 
a complete view into your compliance 
activity, updating you on any ongoing 
issues or changes in rules.

Secure Connections

Our platform sits at a critical compliance 
juncture, exchanging sensitive data not only 
within the firm but also with external 
counterparties. It provides secure 
connectivity with brokers, custodians, and 
various trade matching facilities globally to 
support best execution policies, fair 
allocations, and accurate settlement. It also 
includes commission-tracking capabilities so 
compliance staff can gain immediate insight 
into where commissions are being directed.

Cloud Delivery: The 
Outsourcing Option

Extend your firm’s cloud strategy beyond 
Genesis and eliminate any technology 
responsibilities by deploying all of your 
Advent solutions with Advent Outsourcing 
Services. Cloud delivery significantly reduces 
your internal IT requirements and 
operational risks, and relieves you of 
ongoing maintenance costs and concerns. 
You can also choose from a wide menu of 
outsourced operational services, including 
full reconciliation, data management, 
reporting and performance management.

Demonstrate Best Practices to 
Both Clients and Regulators

Our solution provides a window into your 
firm’s portfolio construction, trading and 
compliance practices. By allowing end-to-
end transparency, the platform will easily 
meet your operational due diligence 
standards and demonstrate best practices 
to both clients and regulators

Simplify Your Processes

SS&C Advent’s portfolio management and 
trading platform is a comprehensive 
solution for optimizing efficiency, accuracy 
and compliance throughout the entire 
investment management process ,from 
trade decision through settlement. In a 
business that keeps accelerating, our single 
solution keeps you out front.

Learn more about our 
solutions at advent.com.
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